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Welcome to The Aztlander !
“What’s a month without a new Atlander to keep you company?”

The Aztlander is a free-flowing, hyperactive on-line publication designed with
you in mind. Easy-to-read, with no formal contents; our cover design and highlight color

will change each month. We welcome your feedback, comments, and suggestions!    

Contact Michael Ruggeri at this hyperlink: michaelruggeri@mac.com

or Jim Reed at this hyperlink: mayaman@bellsouth.net
If you are not already, let us know that you want to become an Aztlander subscriber!

Our December 14 zoom event will feature Brad Lepper with a program titled:
“Ohio’s Great Serpent Mound and the Effigy Mounds of Wisconsin:

Shared Symbols, Shared Stories”
The effigy mounds of the Upper Midwest and the Ohio Valley have been thought

to be distinct and independent cultural developments, built at different times and by
unrelated people. In spite of their geographic separation, the effigy mounds of Ohio

and Wisconsin are products of a shared cultural tradition. The best available evidence 
indicates they were built at around the same time period and by groups who shared 

specific artistic motifs that can be linked to the genesis stories of Contact Period
American Indian tribes of the Mississippi and Ohio River valleys. Brad Lepper is

the Senior Archaeologist of the Ohio History Connection’s World Heritage Program.
His most recent research has focused on Serpent Mound, which is on the United 

States Department of the Interior’s Tentative List of sites to be considered for
nomination to the UNESCO World Heritage List. 

Together,
we have you

covered...
Enjoy!

This month, our cover design features an illustration of Cahokia’s
Monks Mound showing it with fanciful proportions, from Records of Ancient

Races in the Mississippi Valley, by artist William McAdams (1887).

Our January 24 zoom event will feature Allen Christenson with a program titled:
“Who Will Be Our Sustainers?”: Gods, People, 

and Human Mediation in the Popol Vuh”
     The ancient Maya saw themselves as intimately interconnected with the natural 

world, but it was nature of a certain kind – that which is dependent on humanity for its 
existence. The earliest Maya literature to have survived the Spanish Conquest in the 
early sixteenth century, particularly the Popol Vuh, attempted to explain the origins
of chaotic nature as the first in a series of unsuccessful stages of creation leading

ultimately to an agriculturally-centered world of predictable cycles of life, death, and
regeneration, mediated by humans. In Maya belief, even gods are not self-sustaining 
and require human mediation for their existence. Maya anthropocentrism places the
responsibility to sustain divinely sanctioned nature squarely on 

the shoulders of humans, a terrible burden but also one that gives 
them a measure of control in the face of a world that is at once

conducive to human existence and antagonistic toward it.  

mailto:michaelruggeri%40mac.com?subject=
mailto:mayaman%40bellsouth.net?subject=


Tuesday, December 14, 2021 • 8 pm ET • 7 pm CT
Access and bookmark this zoom hyperlink:  https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88391378355

The Aztlander Zoom:     Brad Lepper

Our December 14 zoom event will feature Brad Lepper, Senior Archaeologist 
of the Ohio History Connection’s World Heritage Program:

“Ohio’s Great Serpent Mound and the Effigy Mounds of Wisconsin:
Shared Symbols, Shared Stories”

Brad Lepper.

Brad Lepper is the Senior Archaeologist of the Ohio History
Connection’s World Heritage Program. His most recent research 

has focused on Serpent Mound, which is on the United States 
Department of the Interior’s Tentative List of sites to be

considered for nomination to the UNESCO World Heritage
List. Lepper writes a regular column on archaeology for the
Columbus Dispatch and is the author of Ohio Archaeology:
an illustrated chronicle of Ohio’s ancient American Indian

cultures, published in 2005 by Orange Frazer Press,
Wilmington, Ohio, which received the Society for American

Archaeology’s Public Audience Book Award. 

The “tail” of the giant serpent mound.

Informative signage greets visitors to the site, 
sponsored by the Ohio History Connection.

The John P. MacLean
(1885) map of Serpent
Mound is the earliest map
to show certain features
that often are omitted from 
discussions of the effigy,
including the wishbone- 
shaped earthwork, which
he interpreted as a
separate effigy of a frog.

The effigy mounds of 
the Upper Midwest 
and the Ohio Valley 
have been thought
to be distinct and 

independent cultural 
developments, built at 

different times and
by unrelated people. 
But recent work by a 
team of researchers 

including Brad Lepper, 
Jim Duncan, Carol 

Diaz-Granados, Ernie 
Boszhardt, and

others, points towards
a different conclusion. 

In spite of their
geographic separation,
the effigy mounds of
Ohio and Wisconsin

are products of a shared cultural tradition. The best available 
evidence indicates they were built at around the same time

period and by groups who shared specific artistic motifs that can
be linked to the genesis stories of Contact Period American 

Indian tribes of the Mississippi and Ohio River valleys.

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88391378355


The Fort Ancient Earthworks – similar but different 
from the Newark Earthworks by Bradley T. Lepper

continued on next page
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Mounds at Fort Ancient in Warren Country, 
Ohio. The site is part of the World

Heritage application along with the
Newark Earthworks. Photo by Brad Lepper.

The ancient American Indian Hopewell culture is 
best known for the array of monumental earthworks 
they built in the valleys of central and southern 
Ohio between AD 1 and 400. These architectural 
masterpieces included earthworks built in precise 
geometric shapes, such as Newark’s Great Circle 
and Octagon Earthworks, but also hilltop enclosures 
with shapes largely determined by the contours of 
the hills on which they were situated.
 The Fort Ancient Earthworks in Warren 
County is the largest and best preserved of the 
Hopewell hilltop enclosures and it, together with 
Newark’s Great Circle and Octagon Earthworks 
and the earthworks that make up Hopewell Culture 
National Historical Park, are being considered for 
nomination to the UNESCO World Heritage List
as the Hopewell Ceremonial Earthworks.

Are you enjoying this issue of The Aztlander? Be among the first to get it!
Become an Aztlander subsciber to receive each monthly issue in your inbox. It's free!

Let Jim Reed know by copying and pasting his email address into the “To:” line of an email,
or by clicking on the hyperlink on the previous page: Jim Reed:  mayaman@bellsouth.net

Or let Michael Ruggeri know by copying and pasting his email address into the “To:” line of an email,
or by clicking on the hyperlink on the previous page Mike Ruggeri:  michaelruggeri@mac.com

 Fort Ancient consists of three-and-a-
half miles of earthen walls that vary in height 
from three to 23 feet. These walls enclose
the top of a large bluff that overlooks the
Little Miami River. The earthwork has two 
main parts, the so-called North and South 
forts, and a narrow set of walls connecting
the two, known as the Middle Fort.
 In spite of its name, Fort Ancient
was not a fort. Ditches that held water run 
alongside most walls, but they are located 
inside the walls rather than outside where
a defensive moat would have been placed. 
In addition, there are more than 60 openings, 
or gateways, in the walls which would have 
made the “fort” difficult to defend. Fort
Ancient now is understood to have been 

This photograph depicts crew at work
excavation small stone mound at Fort Ancient, 
Warren County, Ohio, ca. 1900-1908. Courtesy 
of Brad Lepper and the Ohio History Connection.

This article originally appeared on the Newark Advocate website at this hyperlink: Fort Ancient

mailto:mayaman@bellsouth.net
mailto:michaelruggeri@mac.com
https://www.newarkadvocate.com/story/news/local/2021/01/17/lepper-fort-ancient-similar-but-different-newark-earthwork/4161210001/
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mainly a place of ceremony, though since there are
very few burial mounds at the site, mortuary ceremonies 
don’t seem to have been as important here as they
were at many of the geometric earthworks.
 Four small stone-covered mounds in the North 
Fort, which did not contain burials, are arranged in
a perfect square 512 feet on a side. Standing at the 
westernmost mound, you can view the summer solstice 
sunrise as well as the maximum and minimum moonrises 
through three consecutive gateways in the eastern
enclosure wall. Fort Ancient, therefore, like Newark’s
Octagon Earthworks, was linked to the rhythms of
the cosmos.
 Recent research has revealed the remains of a 
“woodhenge” in the North Fort that consisted of three 
concentric rings of large posts. The outermost circle was 
about 200 feet in diameter. At the center of the circle, 
there was a central basin in which the Hopewell had built 
a low mound of red clay – perhaps as an altar. Dr. Robert
Riordan, the archaeologist who has been studying
the site for the last 16 years, named it the
Moorehead Circle to honor the early archaeologist
who worked at Fort Ancient and who is largely
responsible for preserving the earthworks.
Riordan thinks the Moorehead Circle was the
ceremonial heart of Fort Ancient. After the last
ceremony was performed here, the Hopewell
decommissioned the site by removing the

The Fort Ancient Earthworks – similar but different 
from the Newark Earthworks continued

Mounds Map of Fort Ancient State
Memorial  Park, located along the

Little Miami River,  off Interstate 71.

Copper artifacts from a ceremonial cache found 
at the Fort Ancient Earthworks. Credit: From the 
Archaeology Ledger #2 (William C. Mills) Collection, 
courtesy of the Ohio History Connection.

wooden posts and burying it beneath layers 
of gravel hauled up from the bed of the Little 
Miami River.
 Six-hundred or so years later, a different 
group of American Indians established a large 
village and cemetery in the South Fort. Early 
archaeologists incorrectly assumed the villagers 
were the builders of Fort Ancient. Following the 
convention of naming newly identified cultures 
after the places they were first recognized, they 
called it the Fort Ancient culture. So not only
is the Fort Ancient Earthworks not a fort, but
the Fort Ancient culture didn’t build them.
 The Fort Ancient Earthworks share
important similarities with the geometric
earthworks of the Hopewell culture, but
there are important differences as well. By
combining Fort Ancient with Newark’s Great 
Circle and Octagon Earthworks and the
earthworks of Hopewell Culture National Park 
into a single World Heritage nomination, we
can tell a more complete story about this
amazing American Indian culture and gain
a fuller appreciation of the scope and
grandeur of their architectural achievements.



continued on next page

The Serpent Mound as a Portal to the Beneath World by Bradley T. Lepper
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The oval enclosure at the head of the
Serpent and its associated wishbone-
shaped earthwork are potential keys
to the meaning and purpose of Serpent
Mound. Reilly15 interpreted the oval
glyph in the Picture Cave tableau
as a “toothy mouth,” a “pars pro toto
representation” of the Great Serpent.
Alternatively, Richard Townsend19
identified it as a vulva or more specifically,
if more anatomically imprecisely, as the
“Old Woman Earth Deity Vagina.” I favor 
Townsend’s interpretation though there
is always the possibility that such ambiguous 
imagery was intended to have multiple levels 
of meaning. Moreover, I suggest the analogous 
feature at Serpent Mound also represents the 
symbolically exaggerated vulva of First Woman 
rather than the gaping maw of the Great Serpent.
 The interpretation of the wishbone- 
shaped earthwork as First Woman is supported
by its similarity to numerous more or less
contemporary petroglyphs depicting her as 
a stylized female figure with legs spread in a 
broad U-shape and often in close proximity to 
images of serpents6. The interpretation of the 
oval enclosure as the vulva of First Woman is 
suggested by its location between the legs of 
First Woman and is supported by similarities to 
numerous petroglyphs representing vulvae4,6, 
which Diaz-Granádos3 explicitly argues are
symbolic pars pro toto representations of First 
Woman – “the mother of all things in the heavens
and the Middle World, also known as Corn 
Mother or Earth Mother, depending on the 
group, location, and associated oral tradition.”
 The Serpent Mound oval earthwork
also is similar to the Osage Big Moon peyote 
ceremony altar (above). Duncan and Diaz-
Granádos4 describe the altar as a “vulviform” 
earthwork, which represents First Woman’s
“female organ of the world” and “the portal 
where the dead begin their journey”.6 Morning 
Star/Sun entered this “portal to the Lower World” 
where he had “his contest with the snakes”4;

Osage Big Moon peyote ceremony altar, that researchers 
identified as “a vulviform altar that represents the earth

or Old Woman.” (Redrawn by Peter Lepper.) Note the
similarities to one of the curves of the Serpent’s body .  

see also Lepper12; and it is “where the sun en-
ters the body of First Woman at day’s end”.5
 In addition to general shape, there are 
more particular similarities between the Big 
Moon altar and the oval earthwork at Serpent 
Mound that suggest a more than superficial
correspondence. The Big Moon altar has a
central fire; and the Serpent Mound oval had 
a small mound of “large stones much burned” 
located at the center of the oval enclosure.17 
Unlike other peyote ceremony altars, the Osage 
altar “is not crescentic but vulviform … and
always faces west”4; and the Serpent Mound 
oval also faces generally west. It has been
suggested that it is aligned to the setting sun
on the summer solstice.7,9 There are, of course, 
differences as well. The Big Moon altar is smaller
and is horseshoe-shaped with an east-facing 
opening, whereas the Serpent Mound oval 
s larger and has no opening.
 Duncan and Diaz-Granádos4 asserted that
the Osage Big Moon peyote ceremony included
“a lot of precontact western Mississippian
symbolism.” As they describe it, the ceremony is 
led by a holy man referred to as the “Roadman.”
“The rites must take place around the altar 
representing the earth – the Old Woman’s vulva, 
the portal to the lower worlds” and during the 
night, the “sacred flame” is kindled inside the 
altar. Importantly, I am not suggesting that the 
Serpent Mound oval earthwork is a peyote
ceremony altar, but rather that it was an altar 

Note: Bold super numerals refer to references cited in this article and appear at the end of this article.



continued on next page

Upper Paleolithic.1 Thus, this landscape 
may have been perceived to be a place 
where the Lord of the Beneath World 
already was immanent.
 Serpent Mound then, and in
particular the oval vulvoid earthwork, 
served as a materialization of a portal
to the Beneath World and a stage
for “ceremonial and transformational
activities”.16 Mississippian religious
leaders could use this portal to
transfer offerings of supplication and 
thanksgiving to the Powers of that other 
world in return for the power needed to 
save their world. The fact that Adena 
and Late Woodland mortuary facilities 
already were present on that landscape 

Mississippian sandstone tablet with
an engraved design incorporating two 

intertwined serpent creatures with
rattle-snake tails and the opposing 

canine teeth of a mammalian carnivore, 
possibly a felid. These are typical of the 

“often-bizarre configurations of
dragon-like creatures whose images 

invoke mystery and hidden knowledge” 
that were an important component of

the Mississippian artistic tradition.
Marshall Anderson collection, Ohio

History Connection. 

The Serpent Mound as a Portal to the Beneath World continued
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created for ceremonies of a similar character and
its design was later adapted for the peyote ceremony.
 The earliest Osage Big Moon altars were
constructed of “pond clay”18. Robert Hall8, citing W. C. 
McKern, notes that effigy mounds in Wisconsin “were 
sometimes constructed using special soils associated 
with wet, mucky, lake-bottom or riverside locations.”
Hall8 related this to the Earth Diver creation stories
in which an animal “dives into the depths of the sea
to retrieve mud that then expands to create the land.”
I think this is one of those examples of “precontact...
symbolism” to which Duncan and Diaz-Granádos
referred and which suggests a direct connection
between ancient effigy mounds and historic and
recent religious structures that are reliably linked
to ethnographically-recorded indigenous genesis
stories and world renewal ceremonies.
 The iconography of the uniquely enormous
Serpent Mound is pregnant with mystery and hidden 
knowledge. It has everything to do with Mississippian
iconography and conversely practically nothing at all to do
with Adena or Hopewell iconography. The Mississippian
glyphs of Picture Cave provide particular analogs for 
virtually all the (formerly) obscure elements of Serpent 
Mound, from the oval egg/heart/eye/mouth/vulva and
its associated frog/First Woman to the horns/wings/
earspools at the neck of the serpent.13
 Mississippian refugees arriving in Fort Ancient 
villages gripped by the urgency of finding ways of averting 
the environmental catastrophe afflicting the lands to the 
west could well have provided the means and motive for 
recreating the mythic moment when First Woman mated 
with the Great Serpent and thereby bridged the cosmos, 
“bringing the life-giving powers from the Beneath
Worlds to the Middle World, the Earth”.13 Knowledge
of contemporary Upper Midwestern effigy mounds
could have provided the inspiration for re-creating that 
moment in three dimensions and on a monumental
scale. The location may have been chosen, at least
partly, because the bedrock outcroppings along the
bluff on which Serpent Mound was built bear a striking
resem-blance to a gigantic serpent seeming to emerge 
from the earth.10 According to Lucy Lippard,14 this is
an instance of “a meaningful land form eventually being 
refined by sculptural or architectural techniques,” which
is not uncommon in indigenous art going back to the 



Fragment of a Late Prehistoric period sandstone pipe found 
in Morgan County, Ohio, depicting a naked, kneeling human 

figure with a serpent extending diagonally across its back. 
The regrettably small portion of the sculpture that remains is 

consistent with other Mississippian representations of First 

allowed the Mississippian immigrants to build upon
and draw legitimacy from that ancient foundation
of ceremonialism.
 Kubler11 observed that every human-made object
“arises from a problem as a purposeful solution.” Based on
the available data reviewed here and in previous papers,
I assert that Serpent Mound is best understood as a
Mississippian solution to a peculiarly Mississippian problem. 
And, for all intents and purposes, it appeared to have worked 
for them. The middle Ohio valley never suffered the extended 
droughts that wracked the central Mississippi valley.2

The Serpent Mound as a Portal to the Beneath World continued
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 This new research dispels a
misconception that the Maya of Belize’s
southern lowlands had to import salt from the 
Yucatan Peninsula because there were no salt 
resources nearby. On the contrary, McKillop 
tells Cohen, “the coastal Maya were an integral 
part of the Mayan economy because they
produced and traded a basic commodity.”
The research is published in PNAS.
 Smithsonian has the report here:
Heather McKillop Loves Salt!

Noteworthy Posts in the News:     Maya
Researchers using LIDAR and drones at the
border and on site inspection between Mexico and 
Guatemala have shown the Maya built extensive
irrigation and terracing between 350-900 CE, with 
sustainable agriculture and no food insecurity.
 “There’s a narrative that depicts the Maya
as people who engaged in unchecked agricultural
development,”The population grew too large, the
agriculture scaled up, and then everything fell apart.”
 The researchers studied a triangle of land
connecting Piedras Negras, La Mar and Sak Tz’i’.
 They were 15 miles away from one another 
and these three urban centers had very different
population sizes and governing power,
 They modified the land to increase the volume 
and predictability of crop yields. building terraces and 
creating water management systems with dams and 
channeled fields. These kingdoms were not only
prepared for population growth but also likely
saw food surpluses every year.
 By the late Classic Period, around 600 to
800 CE, the area’s farmers were producing more
food than they were consuming,”“It’s likely that

The lidar – along with boots-on-the-ground 
surveying (left) and aerial photography (right) – 

showed evidence of expansive irrigation channels 
across the region. The depression with dark soil 
at left shows the remains of an ancient channel.

New Research on Maya Agriculture

much of the surplus food was sold at urban 
marketplaces, both as produce and as part
of prepared foods like tamales and gruel, 
and used to pay tribute, a tax of sorts,
to local lords.”
 The research is published in the
journal Remote Sensing.
 Brown University has their report 
posted here: Maya Agriculture 

Heather McKillop, an anthropologist at Louisiana 
State University, and co-author Kazuo Aoyama,
an anthropologist at Japan’s Ibaraki University, have 
used microscopic analysis of 20 stone tools found in 
Belize at the site of Paynes Creek Salt Works and 
found the tools were used to chop up meat and fish. 
And the meat was prepared at ancient salt kitchens.
It shows the Maya were producing salt in large
quantities, and using salt to preserve food.
 The site is near a coastal lagoon with
saline waters due to solar evaporation.
 The team found 4,000 wooden posts that
denote a series of salt kitchens. The wood is
preserved in the peat soil at the site and dates to
300-900 CE. Pottery vessels at the site reveal that 
workers were boiling brine in pots, and collecting
salt from the evaporated brine. Salt pots from
three of the Paynes Creek salt kitchens seem
to be standardized in dimension, suggesting that 
workers were packing the salt into cakes and
shipping them off to be traded inland.

Salt Kitchens Researched in Belize Reveals New Evidence on Maya Trade

Stone tools
discovered
in Belize’s 

Paynes
Creek Salt 

Works.
Louisiana

State
University.

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/maya-belize-bolstered-their-economy-salty-fish-180970499/
https://www.brown.edu/news/2021-11-16/lidar


Archaeologists with the Sicán Archaeological 
Project unearthed the gold mask in the early 
1990s while excavating an ancient tomb in Peru. 
The tomb, which dates to around 1000 CE,
belonged to a middle-age elite man from the
ancient Sicán culture, which inhabited the
northern coast of Peru from the ninth to the
14th centuries. The skeleton, which was also 
painted in bright red, was discovered sitting 
headless and upside down at the center of a 
square burial that was 39 feet (12 meters) deep.
 The head, which was intentionally
detached from the skeleton, was placed right 
side up and was covered with the red-painted 
mask. Inside the tomb, archaeologists discovered
1.2 tons (1.1 metric tons) of grave goods and
the skeletons of four others: two young women
arranged into positions of a midwife and a 
woman giving birth, and two crouching children 
arranged at a higher level. Researchers said the 
red paint on the  male was cinnabar, a bright-red 
mineral made of mercury and sulfur.
 Oxford researchers recently performed 
a chemical analysis of the cinnabar using mass 
spectrometry. The paint had not degraded
after 1,000 years. The scientific analysis found 
organic material was mixed in to the red paint. 

Noteworthy Posts in the News:     South America

Credit: Royal Tombs of Sipan Museum.

The gold mask unearthed in the early 1990s by the Sicán 
Archaeological Project. Image credit: Adapted from Journal of 

Proteome Research 2021, DOI: 10.1021/acs.jproteome.1c00472)

New Research on a Sican
Gold Mask with Red Paint

The proteins unveiled found that it came from 
human blood and the egg whites of a Muscovy 
duck common to the region. The skulls face was 
pointing upward possibly in expecting re-birth 
while the two women were waiting for a re-birth.
 The red blood was added to the cinnabar 
implying an animating feature. The Sican
practiced human sacrifice in very grisly ways.
So finding blood in the paint would not be
surprising. It is possible the women and
children in the tomb were sacrificed to
act as companions in the next world.
 The research is published in the ACS 
Journal of Proteome Research.
 LiveScience has the report by Yasemin 
Saplakoglu here: Mask with Human Blood

Archaeologists have unearthed the remains of 29
people, including three children, in northern Peru. The 
skeletons were buried more than 1,000 years ago in 
Huaca Santa Rosa de Pucala, an ancient ceremonial 
center in the coastal region of Lambayeque, 750 km to 
the north of Lima Three children and a teen were buried
in front of the temple, indicating they were human
sacrifices from the War culture. This discovery is far 
from the Wari sphere of influence. The Wari culture 
dates are 600-1200 CE in the Peruvian Andes.
The tomb was constructed between 800-900 CE.
 Twenty-five of the dead are from the Moche 
culture and four from the Wari culture. The Moche
era was 100-700 CE on the northern Peruvian coast. 

Combined Wari/Moche Mass Tomb 
found in Peru

The Moche burials were in clay tombs.
Pottery and the remains of llamas, alpacas, 
guinea pigs were also in the tombs.
 Archaeology News Network has
the report here: Wari/Moche Mass Tomb

https://www.livescience.com/red-paint-blood-gold-mask
https://archaeologynewsnetwork.blogspot.com/2021/10/discovery-of-ancient-peruvian-burials.html?fbclid=IwAR1m7f-vcEMyZgDe3-eigERUGqs8MsAjY89fsiMQhVLK_PcORdg6djH-9ac#.YXMNOUWD3n0


Friday, December 3, 7 PM ET • 6 PM CT   Pre-Columbian Society of Washington D.C. Zoom 
               “The Sacred Site of Copacabana and the Imperial Inca State”

                 with Tamara L. Bray, PhD, Wayne State University             
Go to this hyperlink to register for the event: Sacred Site of Copacabana
You will receive a unique link that you can click to join the webinar.

The site of Copacabana has been a pilgrimage
destination and a place of extraordinary reverence
from Formative times to the present. Together with the
Islands of the Sun and Moon, Copacabana formed a
part of one of the most sacred ceremonial complexes
in the Inca Empire. Recent archaeological excavations
at the site aimed to investigate the nature of Inca
engagement with this powerful locale as evidenced
through spatial and material patterns and practices.
Findings from our first field season offer significant
insights into imperial Inca strategies of appropriation
and interaction with sacred landscapes and places.
 Tamara L. Bray is Professor of Anthropology
at Wayne State University in Detroit, Michigan. She 
s recognized nationally and internationally for her contributions to the study of Inca imperialism and
the archaeology of food. Dr. Bray received her PhD from SUNY-Binghamton in 1991 and began her
professional academic career at Wayne State University in 1995, after 4 years at the Smithsonian’s
National Museum of Natural History where she helped to establish the Office of Repatriation. As an
anthropological archaeologist, she specializes in the study of the Inca Empire and late pre-Columbian 
societies of the northern Andes. She has more than 25 years of field and research experience in
Andean South America where she has conducted significant research into long-distance trade,
imperial frontiers, Inca architecture, and comparative studies of Inca ceramics and iconography in
Ecuador, Chile, Argentina, Peru, and Bolivia. She also directed long-term interdisciplinary projects
at the sites of Pimampiro, Caranqui, and Copacabana. In 2019, she initiated a new field project in
southern Ecuador focused on imperial pottery production and mitmaqkuna relocated to this region
by the Inca in the late pre-Columbian era. Dr. Bray is the author of several books and edited volumes, 
including most recently The Archaeology of Wak′as: Explorations of the Sacred in the Pre-Columbian 
Andes, as well as numerous journal articles and book chapters.

Inca carved stone, Copacabana, Bolivia.
Image: Dr. Tamara Bray.

December 3, 1:00 PM ET
Yale University Zoom 

“Early Ceremonial Complexes and the Origins 
of Maya Civilization”

Click on this hyperlink to join the event:
Early Maya Ceremonial Complexes

Upcoming Zoom Events for December
December 4, 11:00 AM MT
Amerind Museum Zoom

“A New Theory of the Maya Collapse: 
It Didn’t Happen”

Go to this hyperlink to register for the event:
The Maya Collapse Did It Happen

December 5, 3:30 PM CT
Chicago Archaeology Society Zoom

“How Writing Came to Northern Yucatan”
Click on this hyperlink link below at time of meeting:

Writing in the Northern Yucatan

December 7, 6:00 PM CT
Archaeology Southwest Zoom 
“Turkey Feather Blankets in 
Ancestral Pueblo History”

Go to this hyperlink to register for the event:
Turkey Feather Blankets

https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_4BbC6r0bS4ypjhw_Q3i7Ng
https://yale.zoom.us/j/99632288283?pwd=U0M2SjFQYnRIYUwyZk1vY2lxbFZuZz09
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_osGwEikGQWS-UfUVvJrMig
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/88322949680?pwd=VGlQZUsyaWp5Q3ZjNGFDQTFHYUNaUT09#success
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_RkTGHD8OSMKxISkgMJRPXw


turquoise trade
with Mexico from
about 850 AD –
during Toltec through
Aztec times (Fig. 2). The northern most turquoise
mine was near Elko, Nevada. (Scientific American,
Feb. 1992:78-85, Harbottle and Weigand).
 After publishing three volumes on the Izapa, 
Mexico Temple Observatory (1973, 1976, 1980), and 
having obtained a Masters Degree in Archaeology
at BYU (1980), I did contract Archaeology field
surveys throughout the Southwest USA. The fascinating
Parowan Gap petroglyphs in southern Utah became of 
special interest to me, and in 1993, I began the Parowan
Gap Archaeology Project with BLM cooperation. 
 Early in my Parowan Gap contract and research, 
I observed how the Fremont villages at Parowan,

Ancient Parowan Gap, Utah, Calendar Observatory
“Think Native American”

Aztlander Scholarly Focus:     V. Garth Norman*

Living in balance with nature and honoring it is a way of life 
for Native Americans and their ancestors throughout the 
Americas. Many years ago a leading American archaeologist 
said that to interpret the true picture of the past, we must 
“think Native American,” and try to see through the eyes 
of the people we study. Our family lived on the Navajo 
Reservation in northern Arizona from1965-1976 where I 
was a schoolteacher. We traveled to many ancient ruins 
in the Four Corners area. As we traveled north to Utah 
and drove through Parowan, Utah, we became acquainted 
with the ancient Fremont villages in this area. 
 Beginning in 1965 through 1980, I traveled during my 
summer breaks from teaching to study the antiquities at the 
Izapa, Southern Mexico Temple Observatory. Mesoamerican 
cultural contact with the Southwest is a well-established field 
of study. A trade network of particular interest to the Parowan 
Fremont in Parowan Valley and Baker, Nevada, was the 

Fig. 1: Parowan Gap, Utah – April 29 
(end of 260-Day “human gestation 

calendar count”) sunset viewed from 
CAIRN C3 of the annual GAP calendar 
cycle (See Fig. 4). The mountain GAP 

pass was used by ancient Mexico 
traders to get to western Nevada 

Turquoise mines.

Fig. 2: Turquoise Trade Routes – ca. 850 AD.
Turquoise in Ancient Mexico originated from 
mines in central Nevada. The ancient calendar 
originated from this trade contact with Mexico 
where the 260-Day Creation Calendar began
in 1600 BC at Izapa, Mexico.

*V. Garth Norman has researched as an Archaeologist, Epigrapher, and Archaeo-astronomer in Mesoamerica, and
North and South America for 60 years. He is Director of Archaeological Research Consultants (ARCON 1982-2021).
Norman’s pioneering study of Izapa, Mexico’s sculpture for NWAF (1962-1980) resulted in 3 publications: Izapa Sculpture 
Album (1973), Izapa Sculpture Text (1976) and Astronomical Orientations of Izapa Sculptures (1980). In his recent Izapa 
Sacred Space: Sculpture Calendar Codex (2015), he decodes Izapa’s original Maya sacred 260-Day Calendar based on
Izapa’s location at 14.8º north latitude. Migrants took this Calendar to South and North America (see Parowan Gap, Nature’s 
Perfect Observatory – Norman 2007). In his Cubit Connection in Ancient World Migrations (2018) book, Norman decodes 
Middle Eastern standard measurements and geometry that were used to build antiquities in Mesoamerica and in North and 
South America. Norman holds Graduate Degrees in Ancient Studies and Archaeology/Anthropology from BYU. He has
participated internationally in SAA symposiums, and lectured worldwide. 

continued on next page



continued on next page

Paragonah, and Summit, were aligned to winter
solstice western sunset and equinox eastern sunrises
and western sunsets, similar to Izapa, Mexico’s
Plaza art and archaeology alignments to its eastern 
and western horizons. This led me to take a closer
look with assistants Nal Morris and Lance Harding. 

Three Ways Ancient Parowan Gap Astronomers 
Depicted “Measured Time”
After much study similar to my studies in Mexico,
I found that the Parowan Gap calendar
can be tracked and identified three different
yet integrated ways:
 1:  CAIRNS (stone-rock piles) were
  placed in valleys on the east and
  west of the Gap NARROWS  1,300
  years ago to watch sunrises and
  sunsets on specific calendar dates.
  See Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
 2:  NUMBER & MAP PETROGLYPHS
  pecked on Gap cliffs are “day, month,
  season, and year counts for moon,
  sun, and Venus star cycles: dots, lines,
  ladders, circles, triangles, trees,
  combs, serpents, etc. See Fig 5.
 3:  SHADOW-MARKER
  PETROGLYPHS pecked for
  strategic viewing and sighting
  on rock cliffs inside the Gap
  Narrows – recorded the same
  dates as the Cairns. See Fig 6.
 The ancient Pueblo calendar
system was based on the trained
calendar priest being able to spot key
dates by standing at a calendar shrine to 
watch the sun’s rise or descent on a distant 
horizon feature. Puebloan calendar priests still 
use petroglyph shadow markers by spotting the
sunlight shadow on key dates across a doorway, 
post, or through a window. The Gap Narrows
is a natural “window” created by nature for
watching sunrises and sunsets to measure time.
CAIRNS
Archaeo-astronomy is modern man’s way of
discovering how people in the past measured
and recorded the sun, moon and star cycles
in the heavens. At the Parowan Gap, observatory 

Fig. 3: Winter Cross-Quarter Sunset Cairn. 

Fig. 4: Parowan Gap NARROWS has lines connecting 
CAIRNS (25 dots) from which to view “calendric”

sunsets, or sunrises. 

Fig. 5: Gap Narrows East 
Entrance Petroglyphs.

Time andTerrain Calendar 
map chiseled on east cliff. 

Terrain lines and dots record 
the full calendar observatory 
as viewed from cairns in the 
eastern lowlands. Tic marks 

record the lunar-solar
calendar, plus the Maya

sacred 260-day calendar 
from Mesoamerica.

Fig. 6: Triangular carved petroglyphs align to the
Winter Feb. 5 Cross-Quarter sun shadow line.  

Ancient Parowan Gap, Utah, Calendar Observatory continued



Ancient Parowan Gap, Utah, Calendar Observatory continued

Cairns were put in place by ancient astronomers in the valleys 
up to a mile on the east and west sides of the Gap Narrows 
cliffs. Each Cairn is in a position for watching a sunrise
or sunset on a specific calendar cycle date through
the Gap Narrows (see Fig. 4) such as Summer Solstice
on June 21. Cairns also correlate with petroglyph
sun shadow calendar markers and with moon
and sun cycle number petroglyphs.
  Five primary sun dates begin the year
at Summer Solstice sunset (June 21). The sun
moves south for six months to the Winter Solstice
sunset (December 21). Then the sun appears
to reverse its path by moving up north again
to Summer Solstice (June 21). 
Gap Petroglyph Panel C13
Mesoamerican scholar Michael Coe often said that
the 260-105 Day Sacred Maya Calendar was the
“most important mental construct in Mesoamerican
civilization (originating at Izapa, Mexico 1600 BC).
Discovery of this calendar at Parowan Gap
persuades us that ancient migrations occurred
between Central America and Utah’s Great Basin
deserts. See Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

Fig. 7: Parowan Gap Petroglyph Panel C13. This 
panel has 7 outer segments of 52 days each

(7 x 52 = a 364 day year). The 91 day divisions
(middle) = the quarter locations for the Big Dipper

at the 4 seasons. The upper part of the “circle” has
5 x 52 = 260 Days – the sacred Maya “human

gestation calendar count”. The lower two segments 
are 104 days = the Summer growing season.  

Fig. 8: This Wheel Calendar Clock illustrates the Parowan 
Gap Sun-cycle day counts and fixed cycles (not always
fixed dates) which were the prime concern in the ancient 
Parowan Gap calendar observatory. continued on next page

The Moon Cycles
The nocturnal owl,
symbol for the
moon, is perched
over a lunation
count. One evening
when I was standing
in front of this panel
a full moon rose
on the eastern horizon. As it came into full 
view, an owl flew from its cliff nest above 
and perched on a rock at the east end of 
the Narrows and gazed at the moon. Why 
is the owl image composed of a bear paw 
for its body? The owl is a symbol of the 
night and the bear hibernates through the 
winter season – symbol of the “night” time 
of the year. See Fig. 9, next page.
 Below the owl is a “fan” with 29-day 
lines – for new moon to full moon, ending 

Fig. 9A: The nocturnal 
owl, detail of Fig. 9.



Fig. 10: V-Gap Calendar Map and Observatory Petroglyph. What more could we ask for? It is all here – a full 
record in this Observatory Stations map. We have sunsets, map, and the entire calendar system recorded 
in one mammoth petroglyph panel.

the top “V” section matches the Gap Narrows through
which the sunsets are viewed from the East! See
Fig. 10. The trail arm of the bottom lobe represents
the east basin with two rows of 5 dots as the prime
observatory “Cairn” stations
for the two halves of the year.
8-Year Conjunction Panel
See Fig. 11. The astute
ancient astronomers at
the Parowan Gap recorded
the Conjunction of the
main three solar cycles:

continued on next page

Ancient Parowan Gap, Utah, Calendar Observatory continued

Fig. 9: Moon Cycle petroglyphs carved 
on a cliff inside the Gap Narrows.  

with the final crescent moon in the east. The section below
the fan has a 6-comb (6 months) and 4-ladder (4 seasons)
and 3-space (3 month quarters). See Fig. 9.
 The upper right 19-step ladder (nearest whole number
to 18.6) records the Metonic Moon cycle of 18.6 years. A 5th 
century BC Greek astronomer named Meton found that the
sun and moon have a same day “conjunction” every 19 years.

Southwest Paiute Traditions 
Paiute reverence for all life forms was and continues to be
manifested in their daily life. They have all oriented the doors
of their dwellings to the sunrise, and prayed at sunrise, noon, 
and sunset. They always pray for rain, planting, harvest, and 
before a hunt. They also observe life cycle rituals at puberty, 
marriage, birth and death. (The Paiute by Franklin and Bunte 
1990:39-42).
 When I overlaid my drawing of the Observatory
Petroglyph (Fig. 5) onto a photo of the Gap Narrows, the
correlation became clear: the length, angles and curves on

Fig. 11: Conjunction of the main three solar cycles.  

Venus 584 x 5 = 2920 Days
Sun 365 x 8 = 2920 Days

Moon 29.5 x 99 = 2920 Days

You can always get zoom recording announcements at the hyperlink below:
Ancient Americas Lectures on YouTube:

Mike Ruggeri’s YouTube Ancient Americas Lectures
Penn Museum Playlists  •  ArcheoEd Podcasts  •  Peabody Museum Lectures

Archaeology Cafe  •  Arizona State Museum  •  Old Pueblo Archaeology Center  •  and Much More! 

https://mikeruggerisyoutube.tumblr.com/


Many Petroglyphs for 
Many Calendar Events
There are many more sun, moon,
Venus, and other planet petroglyphs
carved on the cliffs of the Parowan Gap
Narrows. There are also “maps”, such
as a map that correlates with the Gap
mountains and trails that was probably
a guide for hunters. Of great importance
to the ancient and modern native
people is the Creator God Tobats
swallowing the sunrise on November 5
and February 5 through the winter
season (see Fig. 12).
 The four hills – two Gap Narrows
mountains on the west, a mountain on
the north, and one on the south– form
a traditional native “temple sacred
space”. The Ute Chief Wakara told
the first white settlers who entered
Parowan Valley in 1850 that the Gap,
west of the Little Salt Lake is “God’s
own house,” which is laid out with
cairns on 4 hills (traditional 4 sacred
mountains) (see Fig. 13).
 Project Astronomer Dr. John Pratt
stated: “After personally having visited
the Parowan Gap several times with
Garth Norman, it is clear to me that the Cairns were set up as observation markers to indicate set 
times for a solar calendar by sighting through the Gap Narrows. The Gap appears to be a natural 
‘Stone Henge’ because it is already aligned with the summer solstice sunset.”

Ancient Parowan Gap, Utah, Calendar Observatory continued

Fig. 12: Creator God Tobats appears to swallow the sunrises on 
Nov. 5 and Feb. 5 as viewed from the west to the east of the Gap Narrows. 

Fig. 13: The four hills form a traditional 
native “temple sacred space”.  

Dr. John Pratt.

The Parowan Gap, Nature’s 
Perfect Observatory by V. Garth 
Norman was published in 2007 by 
Cedar Fort, Inc. Springville, Utah. 

Available at: www.amazon.com

Archaeo-astronomer and author, Garth Norman, Parowan Gap 
Project Principal Investigator watches a sunset at the Parowan 
Gap during one of hundreds of visits he has made from 1990
to 2020 to document the ancient calendar observatory at the 
Parowan Gap. He states that every time he visits the Gap,
he discovers more petroglyphs or sighting stations. 

You may also donate to or have your “ad” or promo in The Aztlander.
Ask Jim Reed “how” by using the hyperlink on the intro page or copying and pasting his email address

into the “To:” line of an email: Jim Reed:  mayaman@bellsouth.net

mailto:mayaman@bellsouth.net


December 8, 7:00 PM MT 
Arizona Archaeological Society, Cave Creek, 

Arizona Zoom
“La Rumorosa Rock Art of Arizona & California 

Respectfully Moving Beyond Eliade 
& David Lewis-Williams”

To sign up contact maryk92@aol.com at this email

Upcoming Zoom Events for December

December 9, 7:30 PM PT
Pacific Coast Archaeological Society Zoom

“A Technological Approach to Late Pleistocene 
and Early Holocene Aquatic Adaptations 

in the Far West of North America”
Email a registration request to 

membership@pcas.org 
by noon on the day of the meeting. You will receive 

an email shortly with a link to the Zoom meeting.

December 11, 1:30 PM ET
The Pre-Columbian Society at the University 

of Pennsylvania Museum or Archaeology 
and Anthropology

“Cosmology and Culture at Chaco Canyon, 
New Mexico”

Click on this hyperlink to join the event:
Cosmology and Culture at Chaco Canyon

Meeting ID: 380 468 5493

You can always access any zoom events that don’t make it into the Aztlander’s press desk in time 
for publication by accessing these most excellent sites from Michael:

Mike Ruggeri’s Ancient Americas Events on Tumblr
Mike Ruggeri’s Ancient Americas Events on WordPress

Recent Live Streaming Events You May Have Missed  
Archaeology Southwest Zoom  

“Turkeys in the Mimbres Valley”
with Sean Dolan (N3B Los Alamos)

Click on this hyperlink to access the recording:
More Turkeys Lots More Turkeys

Oregon Archaeological Society Zoom  
“Hells Canyon Archaeology, Once and Future: 

Tales of Tryon Creek” 
with Dr. Steven Hackenberger, Ph.D.

Click on this hyperlink to access the recording:
Hell’s Canyon Archaeology

December 20, 7:00 PM MT 
Arizona Archaeological Society, Cave Creek, 

Arizona Zoom
“Monumental Avenues of the Chaco World: 

New Research at the Crossroads 
of Infrastructure, Ontology, and Power”

To sign up contact maryk92@aol.com at this email

Illinois State Museum Zoom  
“Illinois Mounds and Their Meaning”

with Dr. Duane Esarey and Logan Pappenfor
Click on this hyperlink to access the recording:

Illinois Mounds and Their Meaning

Pre-Columbian Society of New York Zoom  
“The Power and Agency of Corporal 

Animal Forms- Ritualized Animals from 
Copan, Honduras” 

with Nawa Sugiyama, Assistant Professor, 
Department of Anthropology, University 

of California, Riverside
Click on this hyperlink to access the recording:

Corporal Animals Forms

Archaeology Conservancy Zoom  
“The Moon’s Tears Fell on Cahokia”

presented Tim R. Pauketat, Director of the Illinois 
State Archaeological Survey, Illinois State 

Archaeologist, and a professor of Anthropology 
and Medieval Studies at the University of Illinois, 

Urbana-Champaign.
Click on this hyperlink to access the recording:

The Moon’s Tears Fell on Cahokia

San Juan Basin Archaeological Society Zoom  
“Casas Grandes – Escaping Pueblo Space” 

with Dr. Stephen Lekson
Click on this hyperlink to access the recording:

Escaping Pueblo Space

mailto:maryk92%40aol.com?subject=
mailto:membership%40pcas.org?subject=
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/3804685493
http://mikeruggerisevents.tumblr.com
https://mikeruggerisancientamericasevents.wordpress.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rh8AnmvC5YA
mailto:maryk92%40aol.com?subject=
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdzqcjj0H0Q
https://vimeo.com/644441314
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BZapBhS--A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CiGooIfdJNQ


LiDAR, Light Detection and Ranging,
is vastly expanding archeological
research in the jungles of Central
America. Airborne systems pulsing
beams of laser light can penetrate
the jungle canopy and reveal the
presence of structures which would
be much more difficult to survey
on the ground. One such LiDAR
mapping project at Tikal has
revealed an intriguing structure that
archeologists think may replicate
on a smaller scale the citadel of
Quezalcoatl at Teotihuacan.  
 Tikal was a major capital during
the classic period of the Maya civilization 
from about 250 to 800 CE. Located in
the jungles of northern Guatemala,
Tikal has been the subject of
explorations and excavations since
the middle of the 19th Century.
Much has been revealed by
archeologists, surveyors, and
epigraphers since then but even
their most detailed maps did not
include some major structures
now visible using LiDAR.
 Veteran archeologist Stephen 
Houston and his team have been
analyzing the LiDAR results from
the area just south of Mundo Perdido 
complex, one of the oldest sections
of Tikal. There in a place where little
work had been done, they discerned
a structure very similar to the
Quetzalcoatl citadel at Teotihuacan, 
which is located in the far distant
valley of Mexico. The structure
appears to have the same
configuration as the citadel, but
is 30% smaller. It is orientated,
not to the Mundo Perdido,
but to the original citadel in
Teotihuacan. The main pyramid,
which earlier explorers figured
was just a hill, is about 37 feet
tall. If their analysis is correct,
it is one more confirmation

Scholarly  Focus article by Janice Van Cleve:   Maya
LiDAR Deepens Our
Understanding of Tikal

Ceramic shards showing
Teotihuacan influence

encountered in excavations.

of the presence and dominance
of Teotihuacan at Tikal.
 This is important because
on January 14, 378 CE General
Siyaj Kak led a Teotihuacan army
into Tikal, killed the king, and
placed the son of the Teotihuacan
ruler on the throne. This was a
stunning and dramatic watershed
moment in the history of the whole
Maya civilization. Siyaj Kak went
on to conquer Uaxactun and
other Maya cities and to impose
a new order in the region. This
was not a territorial conquest
like Caesar in Gaul but more
like a regime change. Yax Nuun
Ayiin, son of Spearthower Owl
of Teotihuacan, ruled Tikal from
379 to 404 under the auspices
of Siyaj Kak.
 Of course an extensive trade network had spread goods
and ideas throughout Mesoamerica well before this invasion.
Cacao, for example, originated in the upper Amazon region
of Ecuador and Columbia but was highly prized as a drink
and as money by the Maya and was even found as residue
in vases at Casa Bonito in NW New Mexico! The signature
façade of Teotihuacan, the talud-tablero, was used in Tikal
for the two main pyramids in the Mundo Perdido complex
as early as 250-300 CE. Houston and his associates did not
confirm a date for the construction of the citadel revealed by
LiDAR other than to say it appeared to have six construction
phases which occurred between 300 and 550 CE.

L) A map of the area below the Mundo Perdido that you would see 
in a Tikal site guide. R) LiDAR data of the same area reveals an 

unexcavated structure, the hook-shaped object below the Mundo 
Perdido, that bears an eerie resemblance to a pyramid hundreds of 

miles away. Image credit: Pacunam LiDAR Initiative/Thomas Garrison.

continued on next page



Nevertheless its location, orientation, 
and inspiration point strongly to a 
Teotihuacan presence.
 The white overlay on the image
to the right shows the location and 
orientation of the Quetzalcoatl citadel 
at Tikal. It is between two other very 
important compounds which have 
very definite Teotihuacano features. 
Archeologists have assigned codes 
to the thousands of structures at
Tikal and elsewhere and these
two are coded 6C-XVI and 6D-V.
 Compound 6C-XVI was
extensively excavated by Juan Laporte
in the 1980s. There he discovered 
the famous Marcador, a stone replica
of a war banner with important
Teotihuacan iconography and most 
important, a very thorough text (for
a complete translation, see Tikal: 
Turning Point listed on the next 
page). The text describes in detail 
how Siyaj Kak overthrew the gods of 
Tikal. The text goes on to record the 
erection of this banner on February 
1, 414, on top of an altar in the main 
courtyard. The text reads: “He planted
it upright, the Tlaloc war banner of 
Spearthrower Owl. It was his doing, 
the Marcador lord according to the 
proper norms on his land, Ch’amak, 
a vassal of Siyaj Kak.” That’s pretty 
explicit. Compound 6C-XVI was taken 
over by a vassal of the Teotihuacan 
general by virtue of the invasion of 378.
 Compound 6D-V had nine 
structures around a central plaza. 
The most important structure was
a six room palace behind which
is a Problematical Deposit that
archeologists have coded PNT-21.
A problematical deposit is a midden 
or a rubble heap where items
have been dumped out of context.

Scholarly  Focus article by Janice Van Cleve:   Maya
LiDAR Deepens Our
Understanding of Tikal

Orientation of
the Quetzalcoatl

citadel at Tikal.

PNT-21 is a big one.
It contains over
170,000 pottery
sherds, thousands
of artifacts, lithics,
bones, remains of
17 individuals and
two primary burials –
evidence that the
entire compound
was gutted and
abandoned about
320. However, the
compound was
completely rebuilt after 378, the two primary burials were 
inserted into PNT-21, and the latter was paved over. So 
whoever lived there or whatever the compound represented 
was overthrown in 320 but it was restored after the invasion 
of 378 – strong indication of its ties to Teotihuacan.

6C-XVI courtyard with altar. Illustration by Juan Pedro Laporte.

 An inscribed sherd from PNT-21 suggests that Queen 
Une Balam lived in 6D-V. According to Tikal stela 31, she 
officiated at the katun ending of 317. She was overthrown by 
Muwaan Jol in 320. Yet Siyaj Chan Kawill II, son of Yax Nuun 
Ayiin, was so eager to link his legitimacy to her that she fig-
ures prominently on his stela 31 which was dedicated in 445 
CE. In this way a Teotihuacano dynasty inserted
itself into the Tikal line of kings.  
 Prompted by the LiDAR data, excavations began in 
2019 and Teotihuacan-style incense burners were found in 
a deposit. Hopefully further excavations will yield firm dating 
evidence for each of the construction phases. Yet, dates
before or after the invasion on 378 will point to a strong
Teotihuacan presence at Tikal.

continued

References on next page
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LiDAR Deepens Our
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continued

 The findings form the LIDAR mapping 
project at Tikal that revealed the intriguing struc-
ture that archeologists think may replicate on a 
smaller scale the citadel of Quezalcoatl at Teoti-
huacan were just published in September 2021 
on line by Cambridge University at https://www.
cambridge.org/core/journals/antiquity/article/teo-
tihuacan-complex-at-the-classic-maya-city-of-ti-
kal-guatemala/
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Looking Towards the Future:  Our January Aztlander Zoom 

“Who Will Be Our Sustainers?”: Gods, People, 
and Human Mediation in the Popol Vuh

with Allen J. Christenson, Brigham Young University

Monday, January 24 • 7 PM CST • 8 PM EST

Allen J. Christenson is a Professor of Precolumbian Studies at Brigham Young 
University. His MA and PhD degrees are in Precolumbian Art History and

Literature from the University of Texas, Austin. He has worked in the highland 
Maya region of Guatemala as an ethnographer, linguist, and art historian
since 1976. His research focuses on the art, literature, and ceremonial

practices of the highland Maya of Guatemala. He has published seven books,
including Art and Society in a Highland Maya Community (2001); a two volume 

critical edition of the Popol Vuh (2003, 2007), and Bearing the Burden
of the Ancients: Maya Ceremonies of World-Renewal (2016).

The ancient Maya saw themselves as intimately
interconnected with the natural world, but it was

nature of a certain kind – that which is dependent
on humanity for its existence. The earliest Maya
literature to have survived the Spanish Conquest

in the early sixteenth century, particularly the
Popol Vuh, attempted to explain the origins of chaotic nature as the first in a series 
of unsuccessful stages of creation leading ultimately to an agriculturally-centered 
world of predictable cycles of life, death, and regeneration, mediated by humans. 



        notion purports a strictly binary
        division of human beings according
        to physical traits (sex), which in
        turn results in the attribution of
        social and cultural roles (gender).
             While this division of the
        world’s inhabitants might seem
        natural to many, given the
        dominance of modern Western
        worldviews, anthropological
        and biological research shows
        that neither “gender” nor “sex”
        can be taken for granted. The 
        idea of apportioning two options
        of social roles based on the
        format of people’s bodies
        cannot be projected onto all other
        times and cultures. In human 
bodies and human societies, multiple possibilities 
coexist in the spectrum of life experiences.
 In contemporary societies where these
possibilities have been forgotten or forbidden,
individuals whose existences transcend sex
and gender binaries have become the target of 
violence. Transgender and gender-nonconforming
people count among the most assassinated people
worldwide. In Brazil, the country where I live and 
work as a transgender, nonbinary archaeologist, 
124 transgender people were murdered during
the year 2019, and 175 in 2020.
 The common perception is that something 
is wrong with us. There seems to be a general 
understanding that transgender people are a
phenomenon of the 21st century, yet another

In Perspective:    Gabby Omoni Hartemann*

In 2019, the death of a 78-year-
old man, Lourival Bezerra de
Sá, made the news in Brazil.
Despite the fact that the death
occurred by natural causes,
his body stayed over three
months in police custody. The
reason given by the authorities
for the delay in allowing Lourival
to be buried was that his
documents, which identified
him as a man, did not match
the forensic report, which 
dentified him as a woman
because of his genitalia.
 The media, appallingly,
portrayed Lourival as a liar:
as a woman who had
masqueraded as a man. The pervasive use
of Western binary notions of sex and gender
by his society, forensic scientists, and the police 
effectively erased his identity as a transgender 
man. Lourival’s postmortem story sadly
constitutes yet another example of the erasure 
of gender diversity in the narratives about past 
and present times. The ongoing, pervasive
belief that humankind is only made up of
“men” and “women” contributes to the violence 
directed at transgender, intersex, and gender-
nonconforming people. We urgently need to
put an end to this erasure.
 In regions of the world influenced by 
Western worldviews, masculinity and femininity
have been directly associated with people’s 
genitalia and reproductive capacities. This

Stop Erasing Transgender Stories From History
Remembering that human sex and gender lie across a spectrum in the past

is vital to curbing violence toward gender-nonconforming people today.

*Gabby Omoni Hartemann (they/them) is Afro Guianese, Omo Òrìs̩à in the Ilê Axé Iyaba Omi
community (Brazil), and a transgender Ph.D. student in anthropology and archaeology at
the Federal University of Minas Gerais (Brazil). Their approach to archaeology is defined by
African and Afrodiasporic ontologies and the anti-colonial commitment to invoke the many
silenced stories of their homeland Guiana, a contemporary French colony situated in the
Amazon. Their dissertation project deals with past and present relations between the land
and Afro Amazonian communities in the Guianas. They are currently a co-director of “Archéo
La Caroline: Lavi Nou Gangan,” an ethnographic and archaeological project based in Guiana that centers on
a 19th-century site of African enslavement and its relationship with Indigenous and Afrodiasporic communities.

Omens/Presagios, by Milka Lolo

continued on next page



         Archaeologist María Fernanda 
  Ugalde has raised a similar issue 
  in her analysis of over 3,000 clay 
  figures from Ecuador, dating from 
  as early as 3500 BCE. Other 
  combinations of physical and  
  clothing features than the ones  
  fitting Western notions of sex and 
  gender were present in those 
  gurines: For example, breasts 
  were depicted with male dress 
  and a lack of breasts with female 
  dress. The erroneous idea that 
  we, transgender people, “have no  
  past,” feeds the notion held by 
  many cisgender people that we 
  don’t belong in the present.
       Some individuals buried with 
  objects typically attributed to 
  “men” or “women” have also 
  been identified with a different 
  biological sex. In Peru, the burial 
  of a mummified Moche person 
  from the first millennium was 
  found alongside signs of royal 
power, such as nose ornaments and gold war 
clubs, that have typically been interpreted as 
belonging to elite male warriors. The analysis of
the remains, however, surprised archaeologists,
who determined that they belonged to a
biologically female individual. The story of
the Lady of Cao is currently told as one of
a powerful woman, possibly a high priestess
or even a rare female ruler. That story still
fails to acknowledge the possibility that the 
Lady of Cao may have identified as something 
other than a man or a woman (see photos
on the next page).
 Pamela Geller, a bioarchaeologist who 
specializes in the analysis of ancient human 
remains, has pointed out that researchers’
estimates of biological sex are typically
tied to five categories: ambiguous, female, 
probable female, male, and probable male.
But that ambiguity, she notes, is perceived
as belonging to the researchers’ certainty,
and not to the individual’s sex. That, she
says, needs to change.

awkward “rebel teenager” fashion
trend. The erroneous idea that
we, transgender people, “have
no past,” feeds the notion held
by many cisgender people that
we don’t belong in the present.
 While it is obviously
important to expose and
condemn transphobic violence,
stories of violence, death, and
pain cannot and should not
be the only stories told about
trans people.
 As a transgender
archaeologist, I often find myself
overwhelmed with deep feelings
of nostalgia when I learn about
ancient times. Human beings
have lived with fluid notions of
masculinity and femininity in
various cultures throughout most
of human history without their
existences being demonized and
violated. Hijras in India, muxes in
Mexico, māhū in Polynesia, and
winkte in Lakota territory are but a few examples
of people who are traditionally recognized and 
respected as belonging both to the masculine 
and feminine dimensions of humankind.
 However, most of the stories about the 
human past that are produced within academic 
fields of study, including archaeology, are
heavily influenced by the Eurocentric binary. By
relying on this division of society, archaeologists
and other heritage professionals have silenced 
many people’s existences in their work. They 
have also encountered many problems in
their interpretations.
 A significant number of archaeologists 
have pointed to the fact that the division of
humanity is rarely binary in ancient depictions 
of human bodies. In his study of late Bronze 
Age figurative art in Greece, archaeologist 
Benjamin Alberti demonstrated that not only 
was genitalia completely absent from the
imagery, it was also impossible to rely on
a clear and systematic association of color
coding, physical attributes, or clothing
conventions to attribute gender.

Stop Erasing Transgender Stories From History  continued

Characteristics often identified
as “male” and “female” have

been blended throughout history, 
as in this intersex earthenware 

figure from Ecuador, dating
to around 100 BCE–100 CE.
Collection of the Herbert F. 

Johnson Museum of Art, Cornell 
University; 2006.070.020.

continued on next page



Stop Erasing Transgender Stories From History  continued

 Despite the fact that
archaeologists regularly come
upon evidence that some
people did not fit sex and
gender binaries, those
researchers still have a
tendency to diminish their
relevance, relegating them
to “anomalies” or “ambiguous
cases.” That impression
is then reproduced by the
media and contributes to
erasing the stories of people
who embodied fluidity in
their masculinity and femininity.
 It is time to stop silencing these past 
and present existences.
 Education is key to stopping the 
violence toward present-day transgender, 
intersex, and gender-nonconforming people. 
There needs to be a certainty for everyone 
– including archaeologists and the general 
public – that we, transgender people, are 
and have been part of humanity since its 
beginning. People need to learn from our 
knowledge and life experiences, and fight 
alongside us for our rights. Making sure we 
stay alive and visible will help show those 
who are not used to our presence that we
do belong.
 It is also crucial that the people telling 
stories about the past understand that they 
have a responsibility toward transgender 
people. These stories, whether they are
told to the public in a school setting, in
museums, in newspapers, or through
movies, should include and highlight the 

Reconstruction of the Lady of 
Cao in the Musée du quai Branly, 
Jacques Chirac, Paris. Image by 
Jean-Pierre Dalbéra, CC BY 2.0. 

Image available here

existences of people
who do not identify
with binary genders.
 Specifically,
we need cisgender
archaeologists to
transform the way
they look at the archaeological record. Before
creating interpretations, they should be ready for 
possibilities of existences that do not fit a strict
division between men and women, or between 
males and females.
 It might seem scary for cisgender
archaeologists and other heritage professionals
to abandon binary notions of gender and sex as 
categories of analysis, given the central place they 
have occupied in the history of anthropological science
and how natural they feel in modern Western
societies. But such a transformation represents one 
possible pathway to preserving transgender lives. 
Holding on to the Western gender binary causes 
harm, even death, both in the past and present.

Tattoos on the right forearm and hand of 
the Lady of Cao. Image from “Tattooing

in Moche Culture: Reconsidering the 
Identity of the Lady of Cao”, by Aimé 

Cichero, available here: Lady_of_Cao_
from_Brown_University

The article above was used with permission from SAPIENS online magazine
You can view the original article here: Stop Erasing Transgender Stories from History
SAPIENS is an editorially independent digital magazine about the human world. It’s about
how we communicate with each other, why we behave kindly and badly, where and when

we evolved in the past, and how we live and continue to evolve today. It’s about the
relationship between our laws and ethics, the cities we build, and the environment

we depend on. It’s about why sex, sports, and violence consume and intrigue us, what life
was like in centuries past, where we might be headed in centuries to come, and much more.  

Check out our website soon: Sapiens

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=69915536
https://www.brown.edu/academics/archaeology/sites/academics-archaeology/files/Cichero2016.pdf
https://www.brown.edu/academics/archaeology/sites/academics-archaeology/files/Cichero2016.pdf
https://www.sapiens.org/archaeology/transgender-people-exist-in-history/


An Early Woodland Earthwork Complex Located In Northeast Ohio
Archaeological site 33CU1 (the Fort Hill
Earthwork Complex) is a multicomponent
prehistoric earthwork site located within Olmsted
Township, Cuyahoga County, Ohio. Site 33CU1, 
a triple earthen walled earthwork, is located at 
the east end of an isolated upland plateau, with 
a narrowing ridgetop promontory overlooking 
the Rocky River. The site is just north of the 
split which divides the Rocky River into its East 
and West Branches. The plateau upon which 
the site sits, is more than 100 feet above the 
river and is made of bluish-black
Devonian-era shales. 
 The Fort Hill Earthworks were first
professionally described by famed Cleveland 
surveyor, geologist, and archaeologist Colonel 
Charles Whittlesey in 1878. Their strategic and 
commanding position, high atop a steeply-sided 
bluff and overlooking a major river drainage, led 
many early scholars to suggest that these types 
of sites served as defensive forts or fortifications.
That notion of hilltop enclosures served as
forts gained universal acceptance well into
the twentieth century despite the fact that little 
to no excavation had ever taken place at most 
of these sites. In addition, the near absence
of any residential or domestic debris inside
the walls of these hilltop enclosures generally 

3D-Recreation of the Fort Hill Earthwork Com-
plex, circa 356 BC. Rendering by Matt Barbato.

continued on next page

Scholarly  Focus article by Phil Wanyerka*:   Mounds 

Contour Map of the Fort Hill Earthwork Complex 
(Gateway Mounds Circled).  

*Phil Wanyerka in his own words: “I teach at Cleveland State University (CSU) and do local fieldwork in
Northeast Ohio, most recently working on a 2,300 year old (Early Woodland, Adena) earthwork site. My research
is concerned with exploring the interrelationships between language, culture, and writing with an areal focus on 
ancient Mesoamerica. This research includes such topics as archaeology, Maya discourse analysis (Yukatek, 
Itzá, Mopan, Ch’ol, Ch’orti’), early writing systems, ancient political organization and state development. Since 
1990, I have devoted most of my efforts to documenting and interpreting the ancient Maya hieroglyphic inscriptions
of Southern Belize and Adjacent Guatemala (the Southern Belize Epigraphic Project). I am also the Director
of CSU’s  Archaeological Fieldschool Program and am head of their archaeological curation lab. As such,
I have directed archaeological projects for the past 11 years in both the Cuyahoga Valley National Park and
the Cleveland Metroparks, in addition to conducting archaeological investigations in the Richfield Heritage
Preserve located in Summit County, Ohio. We currently house an archaeological collection of more than
1.2 million historic and prehistoric collections. I am an epigrapher/archaeologist who works in southern Belize. 
I worked on several different projects over the years including the Maya Mountains Archaeological Project 
(headed by Peter Dunham of CSU), the Southern Belize Epigraphic Project (headed by myself), and the
Uxbenka Archaeological Project (headed initially by myself, Keith Prufer, and Andy Kindon). While I am no
longer active in actual fieldwork there, I still have my hand in a number of projects there of which I hope to
publish on in the future. I am also the President of the Cleveland Archaeological Society, a local chapter
of the Archaeological Institute of America (AIA), the same group who publish Archaeology Magazine”.



An Early Woodland Earthwork Complex Located In Northeast Ohio
Scholarly  Focus article by Phil Wanyerka:   Mounds 

continued

that additional intact, prehistoric subsurface
features can still be found at the site.
 A lone post mold located nearly
15 meters due west of the midpoint between 
the two gateway mounds may have been 
used to mark the entryway into the earthwork 
complex and may have served as a back site 
or a place in which to stand to observe and 
watch either the sun or the moon or some 
other astronomical body. Based on visual 
observations over the past three years, we 
believe that the earthwork was designed and 
constructed in part, to observe and mark sunrise
on the fall and spring equinoxes. Marking and 
observing the movements of the sun
is a common form of celestial timekeeping.
 The movement of the sun during its 
annual cycle dictates the advent of seasons 
and the daily cycle of daytime verses
nighttime. Fort Hill’s command position
high up on an isolated bluff facing due east, 
along with the lone post and two gateway 
mounds, support our belief that one of the 
primary functions of the Fort Hill Earthwork 
Complex was to serve as an astronomical
observatory. In addition, the lack of domestic
debris and the fact that the soils of the 
earthen embankments appear to have been 
carefully screened, further suggests a more 
socio-religious or sacred purpose to the 
earthwork complex. 

Students standing on the three earthen
walls of the Fort Hill Earthwork Complex. 

supports the later proposition that these were not 
habitation sites, but rather they likely served as
important ritual or sacred places of ceremony,
of social gatherings, and places for astronomical 
observations. 
 The primary goals of Cleveland State
University’s (CSU) archaeological and geophysical 
investigations at 33CU1 was to try and locate
organic material (ie: wood charcoal and pottery) 
from limited excavations that could be used to
radiocarbon date the site and determine cultural
affiliation. Prior to CSU’s investigations here at
Fort Hill, no one knew for certain just how old the 
site really was. Charcoal collected in 2017, from
a subsurface, fire hearth feature, likely associated 
with rituals conducted prior to mound construction, 
finally put an end to that notion. The radiocarbon 
date of that charcoal yielded a date between
360  and 156 BC. This range of dates places the
construction of the earthen embankments to the tail 
end of the Early Woodland period (1,000-100 BC) 
and to the culture group known as the Adena. 
 Subsequent goals of our investigations
at Fort Hill involved locating, inventorying, and
assessing any other subsurface archaeological
features or resources that may be present at or 
around the site and evaluate those resources
for cultural significance in order to help determine 
the function and purpose of the earthwork complex
as well. Our investigations have proven that
prehistoric cultural resources extend further
west from the earthwork than previously believed. 
Cartographic and geophysical surveys of the
surrounding area, revealed two previously
unknown, circular, conical mounds located
just west of the earthwork.
 We believe that these two mounds likely 
served as a gateway to control or channel the flow 
of people into and out of the earthwork complex. It 
was believed that entranceways or gateways were 
also designed to protect sacred spaces from harmful 
ghosts, demons, or other malevolent spirits (Romain 
2000). We suspect that the water, located within the 
ditch features of the earthwork, likely served this 
purpose. Subsequent excavations in the wooded 
area west of the earthwork have verified the fact



The Cleveland Archaeological Society
The mission of the Cleveland Archaeological Society is to promote the understanding and

appreciation of archaeology, to facilitate the expansion of community involvement in archaeology,
to foster the development and education of future archaeologists, to enhance awareness and

respect of the past, and to advocate protection of our archaeological heritage.

We are a society of the Archaeological Institute of America (AIA) and have an annual series
of seven speakers, all of whom are currently engaged in research and/or excavations. Normally,
all lectures are held on Wednesdays at 7:30 PM CT, in the Murch Auditorium of the Cleveland

Museum of Natural History. However, because of health restrictions related to the Covid
pandemic, our lectures will be held via Zoom. Please check the lecture series page carefully

for further information about our Spring 2022 lectures.

President: Phil Wanyerka; Vice President: Maggie Popkin; Treasurer: Ms. Bonnie Baker
Assistant Treasurer: David Richardson; Secretary: Mark Hammond

Become a member of the Cleveland Archaeolgical Society!
Check out the Cleveland Archaeological Society website here: CAS Website

Join the Cleveland Archaeological Society Facebook page here: CAS Facebook Page

Future Zoom presentations: 
February 9, 2022: with Dr. Ann Killebrew (Department of Classics and Ancient Mediterranean

Studies, Jewish Studies, and Anthropology, Penn State University)
 “The End of the Bronze Age in the Levant (ca. 1200 BCE): The Archaeology of Migration,

Collapse, and Societal Transformation”

Memorialized in fragmentary memories of a golden age in Homer’s Iliad, the Late Bronze Age
(ca. 1550–1200/1150 BCE) witnesses the rise of the Hittite and New Kingdom Egyptian empires

and development of an interconnected global economy. This lecture explores possible factors
responsible for this crisis, including climatic change, migration and increasing social inequality.

It also examines its impact of the collapse on the Levant during the following centuries
(ca. 1200/1150 – 1000 BCE), with a focus on resilient groups, such as the Philistines,

Phoenicians and early Israel, who emerge as the “winners” from the ruins of the Bronze Age.

Wednesday, March 16, 2022: with Dr. Seth Pevnick
(Curator of Greek and Roman Art, Cleveland Museum of Art) 

“Simon Says? Names and Other Messages from the Users of Ancient Greek Pottery”         

A prominently incised inscription (or graffito) on an Athenian red-figure column-krater in Cleveland 
likely marks the vase as the property of Simon. Beginning with this and other instances of the

relatively common name Simon, this lecture will explore various types of messages scratched into 
Greek painted or black gloss pottery by its users. Distinct from those painted by the potters or painters
who made the vessels, these messages include early alphabetic inscriptions, from the 8th century 

BC, as well as dedications and signs of private and public possession across succeeding centuries.

Get to know the:  Cleveland Archaeological Society

http://www.clevelandarchaeology.org/
https://www.facebook.com/CLEArchaeology/?eid=ARD1njT-__7FfJIxgKfwycTcv-detQgo4YF0iDjPJqTwc2d3NVgKHpbpeIFBshivhMyLEfSuFoH7aYmE


Access the zoom recording on the Aztlander YouTube page here:  Jim Reed presents Maximon

Mam says “Never be ashamed of who you are
or what you do. Celebrate life to the fullest. You 

never know when it’s your time for renewal!”

Live Streaming Events You May Have Missed 

Maximón, also called San Simón, is a Maya deity and folk saint represented in various forms
by the Maya people of several towns in the highlands of Western Guatemala, most notably
Santiago Atitlan. Oral tradition of his creation and purpose in these communities is complex,

diverse, and born of the ancient Maya traditions centuries ago.

“Maximón: Maya
Cultural Hero
in the Navel

of the World”
with Jim Reed

Photo by Jim Reed

L) Jim’s intro slide. C) Maximón’s Temple in Santiago Atitlan where he resides during Easter week. 
Photo Jim Reed. R) An attendant is moved to sing us a song in honor of Ri Laj Mam. Photo Jim Reed.

Jim Reed’s original IMS presentation about the cult
of Maximón is now living Aztlander YouTube!

Note: Jim’s cat also make some appearances!

Maximón is venerated in the form of an effigy or cult image. 
Worship varies greatly by location. In Santiago Atitlán,
Maximón’s effigy resides in a different household every 
year. His image is normally only taken out of this house 
during Holy Week, whereafter it will change households, 

but is on display year-round due to the popularity
of pilgrimages. The effigy has special attendants

that stay by the altar year-round, drinking and smoking 
alongside it. They deliver offerings from the public

to the image. Popular offerings include money,
tobacco, and moonshine.

https://youtu.be/DaKz0MrFrhk
https://youtu.be/DaKz0MrFrhk


implications for ancient Maya resource 
management strategies.View Burning Rings of Fire
Digital Approaches to the Past, Present, 
and Future of Egmont Key, Florida, with 
Laura K. Harrison, Ph.D., 
Director, University of South 
Florida Access 3D Lab. 
Egmont Key is a small island 
located where the Gulf of 
Mexico meets Tampa Bay. 
Because of its strategic 
location, the island played 
a significant role in Florida’s history. View the 
recording here: The Future of Egmont Key
From the Ground Up – 
Preclassic Construction 
Methods, Excavations, 
and Floors in the Cival/ 
Holmul Region, 
with Kaitlin Ahern, Ph.D, 
Research Associate, 
University at Buffalo. This lecture discusses 
construction material, lime plaster, and floors 
researched from various excavations from the 
Holmul region in northern Guatemala. Particular 
emphasis is placed on the ancient Maya sites of 
Cival and East Witzna. View the recording here: 
Floors in the Cival/Holmul region
Dogma and the Peopling of the Americas, 
with D. Clark Wernecke. 
Beginning in the 1970s 
a trickle and later a 
torrent of new archaeology 
clearly showed that not 
only did the first people 
in the Americas not walk 
here but they were here much earlier than we had 
previously suspected. View the recording here: 
Peopling of the Americas
Measure & Geometry 
in Ancient Maya Art 
& Architecture, with 
V. Garth Norman, 
director of the Center 
for Izapan Research. Garth Norman proposes a 
sophisticated and complex link between ancient 
art and architecture in the Middle East and in 
Mesoamerica. After analyzing numerous paintings on 
monuments and architecture in both Egypt and Central 
America, he proposes that the geometric patterns 
evident in Egyptian portrayals of gods and humans are 
the same as those in Mesoamerican figures. He is author 
of Cubit Connection in Ancient World Migrations (2018) 
View the recording here: Measure and Geometry 
 

A year’s worth of most excellent zoom presentations
from the Institute of Maya Studies

Jade and Chocolate: 
Ancient Mesoamerican 
Trade Routes, with 
Mary Lou Ridinger. 
Long-time supporter and 
member of the IMS, and 
previous presenter, Mary 
Lou Ridinger solved a 
long-standing archaeological problem... Where did 
the ancient Maya get their jade? Now, she shares 
her research into the ancient Jade and Cacao trade 
routes used by the Maya! View the recording here: 
Jade and Chocolate
Making a Home in the Maya Lowlands: 
Lifestyles of the Early Middle Preclassic Period, 
with Debra S. Walker, RPA. 
While people have been 
living on Mexico’s Yucatan 
Peninsula for more than 
10,000 years, three millennia 
ago they started settling 
down on smaller bits of the landscape, eventually 
committing to redefining “home” as a more 
permanent location. View the recording here: 
A Home in the Maya Lowlands
The Sea-Floor Survey 
of Ek Way Nal, Belize, 
with Heather McKillop, 
Louisiana State University. 
Ek Way Nal is a large 
underwater site, the remains 
of a former salt-making site, located in the marsh 
groves along the Caribbean coast of Belize. View 
the recording here: Sea-Floor Survey of Ek Way Nal
Ancient Maya Geometry – The Shapes 
of Sacred Space, with Dr. Ed Barnhart. 
This lecture will present 
evidence of an under- 
appreciated aspect of 
ancient Maya knowledge 
geometry. The ancient Maya 
repeatedly used a set of 
geometric proportions to 
build their homes, temples, and sculptural works of 
art. View the recording here: Ancient Maya Geometry
Burning Rings of Fire: 
Early Maya Burnt Lime 
Product in the Northern 
Lowlands, with 
Kenneth Seligson, PhD. 
The Ancient Maya used 
burnt lime for everything. 
In this talk, I discuss the 
identification of a fuel-efficient Pre-Colonial pit-kiln 
technology in the Northern Lowlands that has

You can click on the blue italic hyperlinks and view the recordings at your leisure!

IMS Live Streaming Events You May Have Missed  

continued on next page

http://www.instituteofmayastudies.org/kenneth-seligson-may-2021/
http://www.instituteofmayastudies.org/laura-harrison-june-2021/
http://www.instituteofmayastudies.org/kaitlin-ahern-june-23-2021/
http://www.instituteofmayastudies.org/d-clark-wernecke-july-21-2021/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmKo8pndRT4&t=1552s
http://www.instituteofmayastudies.org/mary-lou-ridinger-jan-2021/
http://www.instituteofmayastudies.org/debra-s-walker-feb-2021/
http://www.instituteofmayastudies.org/heather-mckillop/
http://www.instituteofmayastudies.org/ed-barnhart-april-2021/


Rapa Nui: Easter Island’s Mighty Ancestors, 
with Georges Fery. 
The tragedy of Easter 
Island is wrapped in the 
“mind-made” faith of 
another world, with 
dreadful consequences. 
What happened to the 
people of this sixty-five- 
square mile island in the 
middle of a million square miles in the South Pacific, 
which is called by Easter Islanders Te Pito o Te Henua 
or “The End of the Land”. View the recording here: 
Rapa Nui Easter Island
A History of Ancient 
Maya Ancestor 
Veneration and 
Political Authority 
in the Mopan Valley 
of Western Belize, 
with Kathryn Brown 
and Jason Yaeger. 
Thanks to over six decades of concerted fieldwork 
by several long-term projects, we have excellent data 
for reconstructing  the region’s political history. View 
the recording here: History of Ancestor Veneration

The Cultivated Landscape of the Maya Forest: 
Exploring Solutions Past, with Dr. Anabel Ford. 
This presentation 
will show the links of 
contemporary Master 
Maya forest gardeners 
to the ancient Maya 
settlement patterns 
and promoted a new 
way of seeing ancient 
monuments under the canopy. View the recording 
here: Cultivated Landscape of the Maya
The Happy Accident – 
Linda Schele Meets 
Palenque, Moi, and 
Merle, with Elaine 
Schele. Linda Schele’s 
cathartic visit to 
Palenque, Mexico in 
1970 was transformative for her. She fell in love with 
the ancient ruins, the forest surrounding it, the people 
of Palenque and with the art and architecture of the 
site. She spent the next two years obsessively studying 
its architecture and its jungle, drawing the buildings 
and creating oil paintings of its rich foliage. 
View the recording here: The Happy Accident

A year’s worth of most excellent zoom presentations
from the Institute of Maya Studies continued
You can click on the blue italic hyperlinks and view the recordings at your leisure!

IMS Live Streaming Events You May Have Missed  

Live Streaming Events on YouTube Channels
Each of these names are hyperlinks to access the channels of your choice.

Click on them, and they will open for you in another browser window.

Ancient Americas
Amerind Foundation
ArchaeoEd Podcast

Archaeological Conservancy
Archaeology Cafe

Archaeology Southwest 
ArchaeologyTV

We hope that you have enjoyed this issue of The Aztlander!
Feel free to contact us to leave your comments and suggestions for future issues.

The Aztlander is announced to thousands of Ancient Americas enthusiasts. If you would like
to donate to sponsor an ad for your business or organization, remember we provide hyperlinks,

so folks can immediately access your website for products, services, book sales, etc.

Arizona State Museum
Mark Van Stone

Peabody Museum Lectures
Penn Museum

School for Advanced Research
Smithsonian Native American Museum
Teotihuacan: City of Water, City of Fire

http://www.instituteofmayastudies.org/george-fery-august-25-2021/
http://www.instituteofmayastudies.org/brown-and-yaeger-sept-2021/
http://www.instituteofmayastudies.org/anabel-ford-oct-2021/
http://www.instituteofmayastudies.org/elaine-schele-nov-20/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEqNbbsx0i7fhwRt0saYIcQ/featured
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBUJSFILB1RR9fN5pNI1FHg/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCixq2XFpbRsEGkwyAYzZ4rw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSCkTqtJ134DFc9rcfZMY9w/playlists
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=ARCHAEOLOGY+CAFE
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsRG3vav9m6rbnLM7VYtdaQ/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfsz4WrLKGXVKlRR05NZNpg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFhXFZPlDEZkBlLvQlaq88Q/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/markvanstone2012
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLj5h_wBtShfHCtQDo2x88s3NHwlg4e4wq
https://www.youtube.com/c/PennMuseumPhiladelphia/playlists
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_2KLtXtaCmHg1toAg_QQ7Y8TEH945Ou5
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=smithsonianMNAI
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLtjUJc69OQ8ZT5xfAxkv_3wGj8vdbXn2D

